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Abstract
Starting from a partition of PG(3; q) into normal rational curves, a family of ruled varieties
of PG(4; q) is dened and studied also from the k-set point of view. c© 1999 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In this paper the normal rational curves of PG(r; q) are used to construct a partition
of the whole space. The importance of this lies also in the possibility to construct ane
incidence structures, by embedding PG(r; q) as a hyperplane in PG(r+1; q). When r=3,
some properties of a special set of cubic curves of PG(3; q) are proved and related to
the squares of the eld GF(q). Moreover, these cubic curves are used to construct a
family of ruled surfaces of order 4 of PG(4; q). On account on their properties, these
varieties can be also regarded as q2-sets of PG(4; q) with respect to planes intersecting
PG(3; q) in the lines of a regular spread. They may be seen equivalently as q2-sets of
AG(2; q2), of type (0; 1; 2; 3; 4; q; q+ 1).
2. A partition of PG(3, q) into normal rational curves
Let
∑0=PG(r; q) be the r-dimensional geometry over the Galois eld K = GF(q),
where q = pn, p prime. For any a = (a2; : : : ; ar)2Kr−1 denote by Ca the set of the
ane points of the normal rational curve of
∑0 with respect to the hyperplane H of
equation x0 = 0, dened by the following parametric equations:
x0 = 1; x1 = t; xi = ai + ti; i = 2; : : : ; r; t 2K: (2.1)
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The r+1 rational functions of t of (2.1) are linearly independent for any a2Kr−1,
thus none of the qr−1 rational curves of degree r belongs to a proper subspace of
∑0.
Lemma 2.1. Ca \ Cb = ; for any a; b2Kr−1 with a 6= b.
Proof. Let P 2Ca \Cb. Thus, P=(1; t; a2 + t2; : : : ; ar + tr)= (1; t0; b2 + t02; : : : ; br + t0r):
Hence, t = t0 and a= b, a contradiction.
Let z1 be the line of H x0 = 0; x1 = 0. The set fPa = (0; 1; a2; : : : ; ar) j a2Kr−1g is
the set of points of H n z1. For any ane curve Ca dene
C0a = Ca [ Pa; P= fz1g [ fC0a j a2Kr−1g: (2.2)
Proposition 2.2. P is a partition of
∑0.
Proof. Let c; c0 2P; c 6= c0. If c = z1 and c0 = C0a, then c \ c0 = ;, by denition. If
c = C0a and c
0 = C0b, then from Lemmas 2.1 and 2:2 c \ c0 = ; follows.
The qr−1 ane rational curves account for qr−1q=qr points, the points Pa and those
of z1 account for qr−1 +qr−2 +   +q+1. Thus, the elements of P partition
∑0.
Assume r=3. For a; b in K set Pa;b=(0; 1; a; b) and let Ca;b be the set of the ane
points of
∑0=PG(3; q) of the cubic curve of parametric equations
x0 = 1; x1 = t; x2 = a+ t2; x3 = b+ t3; t 2K: (2.3)
Thus Ca;b and the line z1 form the complete intersection of the quadrics:
x0x2 − ax20 − x21 = 0; x0x3 − bx20 − x1x2 + ax0x1 = 0: (2.4)
Proposition 2.3. For any cubic curve Ca;b 2P.
(1) the 2-secant lines are skew to the line z1:
(2) a point Pc;d is incident to one 2-secant line of Ca;b i
(i) 4d− 3c2 is a square of K when p 6= 2;
(ii) c−2d and 1 are elements of the same category of K when p= 2.
Proof. Note that z1 is the tangent line common to all q2 cubic curves Ca;b[f(0; 0; 0; 1)g:
No 2-secants, nor a secant and a tangent line of Ca;b can intersect outside Ca;b. Other-
wise, their plane intersects Ca;b in 4 points, a contradiction. Hence, no 2-secant can
intersect z1 and a point Pc;d is incident to at most one 2-secant line of Ca;b:
The equations of a 2-secant line s= TT 0 of the cubic curve Ca;b are
x2 = (ax0 + t0 2)x0 + (x1 − t0x0)(t + t0);
x3 = (bx0 + t0 3)x0 + (x1 − t0x0)(t2 + tt0 + t0 2);
where t; t0 are two distinct elements of K corresponding to the points T; T 0 2Ca;b.
It is easy to prove that s \ H = f(0; 1; t + t0; t2 + tt0 + t0 2)g and s \ z1 = ;. We have
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Pc;d = s \ H if and only if the following system:
t + t0 = c; t2 + tt0 + t0 2 = d has a solution (t; t0) with t 6= t0: (2.5)
From (2.5) equation t2 − ct + c2 − d= 0 follows.
(i) If p 6= 2 and 4d−3c2=e2 is a square of K, then the two solutions t1=(c+e)2−1
and t2 = (c− e)2−1 give rise to t01 = (c− e)2−1 and t02 = (c+ e)2−1 hence, T1 = T 02 and
T2 = T 01 and the point Pc;d is incident with the 2-secant T1T
0
1 = T2T
0
2. If 4d− 3c2 = 0,
then t = t0 = 2−1c and T = T 0, a contradiction.
(ii) If p= 2, then c 6= 0 (otherwise t = t0) and x2 + x + c−2d+ 1 = 0 follows.
3. Surfaces of PG(4,q) associated with P
Let
∑
=PG(4; q) be the four-dimensional projective geometry over K . Embed
∑0=PG(3; q) in
∑
and choose a frame of reference such that (x0; x1; x2; x3; x4) are
homogeneous coordinates of a point and x4 = 0 is the equation of
∑0, that will be
xed as hyperplane at innity.
Let c = Ca;b be any cubic curve of the set P of
∑0 and let l be the line of
∑
of
equations
x0 = 0; x1 = 0; x3 = 0: (3.1)
Dene a map ’ : l ! c between the ane points of l and the points of c as follows:
’(0; 0; t; 0; 1) = (1; t; a+ t2; b+ t3; 0): (3.2)
Denote by Va;b the ruled ane variety of
∑
dened by
Va;b = fP ’(P) jP 2 lg= f(x0; x0t; x0(a+ t2) + t; x0(b+ t3); 1) j x0; t 2Kg: (3.3)
Let V be the projective extension of Va;b dened by ’0(0; 0; x; 0; y) = (y3; xy2;
ay3 + x2y; by3 + x3; 0). Thus,
V = f(y3; xy2; ay3 + x2y + fzx; by3 + x3; fzy)g; (3.4)
where f = f(x; y) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 1 in x; y.
Theorem 3.1. V is a surface of order 4 of
∑
. V consists of 2q+1 points at innity
plus q2 ane points.
Proof. The general linear equation in the coordinates of the points (3.4) (the general
hyperplane intersecting V ) is that of a cubic curve C3 of PG(2; q) in the homogeneous
coordinates (x; y; z), with a node at (0; 0; 1) and the tangents at (0; 0; 1) being fx +
fy=f(x+y)=0. Two linear equations correspond to the intersection of two cubic
curves, both having a node at (0; 0; 1) and with f=0 as common tangents. These two
cubic curves intersect in 4 further points. Hence, a general plane intersects V in 4
points and the order of V is at most 4.
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However, being constructed by means of the birational map ’ between a cubic
curve and a line, V has order 4 (see [1, p. 270]) and its cartesian equations are
x0x2− ax20 − x21 − x1x4 = 0 x20x3− bx30 − x31 = 0. They include the representation of the
plane x0 = 0; x1 = 0 tangent to V at z1. V has 2q+ 1 points at innity: the q points
of Ca;b and the q+ 1 points of z1.
To calculate jVa;bj, note that the number of generators of Va;b equals q and each of
them contains q ane points. Let PP0; QQ0 be two generators with P;Q2 l, P0; Q0 2Ca;b
and assume PP0 \QQ0= S. The line P0Q0 of x4 = 0 is coplanar with l and l intersects
x4 = 0 at R= (0; 0; 1; 0; 0), then P0Q0 intersects l in the same point R; then R belongs
to a tangent and to a chord of a twisted cubic, a contradiction. Hence, jVa;bj= q2.
Proposition 3.2. Va;b \ Va0 ;b0 = flg when (a; b) 6= (a0; b0).
Proof. If P 2Va;b \ Va0 ; b0 , then,
(x0; x0t; x0(a+ t2) + t; x0(b+ t3); 1) = (x00; x
0
0t
0; x00(a
0 + t0 2) + t0; x00(b
0 + t0 3); 1):
(3.5)
If x0 =0, then from (3.5) we nd the points of the line l. If x0 6= 0, then from (3.5)
it follows that t = t0 and a= a0 and b= b0, a contradiction.
Let V be the projective extension of Va;b and let S = fsig; i = 1; : : : ; q + 1 be the
q+ 1 lines of V; z1 included.
Proposition 3.3. Any two lines s; s0 2 S are skew. There exist three lines s; s0; s00 2 S
in a three-dimensional subspace of
∑
.
Proof. If there are two lines s; s0 2 S, s 6= s0 that are coplanar, then jVa;bj6q2, a
contradiction.
Let s; s0 be two generators intersecting l at P;Q and Ca;b at P0; Q0, respectively. From
above it follows that hs; s0i is a three-dimensional subspace. The plane = hs; s0i \∑0
contains R= (0; 0; 1; 0; 0), intersects Ca;b in P0; Q0 and hence also in a third point, let
us say T 0. It is T 00 6= P0; Q0 otherwise the plane hz1; RT 0i intersects Ca;b in 4 points,
a contradiction. Thus hs; s0i contains s00 = TT 0 2 S.
Corollary 3.4. If the parameters of the points P0; Q0; T 0 are t1; t2; t3, then t1+t2+t3=0.
Proof. This is exactly condition that the plane containing the three points passes
through R= (0; 0; 1; 0; 0).
The next corollary follows immediately.
Corollary 3.5. V is not properly contained in any three-dimensional subspace
of
∑
.
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Proposition 3.6. If L is the set of the lines of
∑
belonging to V; then L= flg [ S.
Proof. By construction the set flg [ S is a covering of V and flg [ S L.
Let t 2L, t 6= l, si for any i = 1; : : : ; q + 1: Either (1) t \ l = fPg for some point
P 2V or (2) t \ l= ;.
(1) Let s1 2 S such that P= l\ s1, then t \ si 6= ; for any i=2; : : : ; q+1 and the q
lines si belong to the plane = hl; ti, a contradiction.
(2) In this case t \ si 6= ; for any i=1; : : : ; q+1 and V belongs to the three-dimensional
subspace S3 = hl; ti of
∑
, a contradiction to Corollary 3.5.
Denote by 0 the plane hl; z1i and by 0i the q planes hl; sii for any i=2; : : : ; q+1.
It is easy to prove the next corollary.
Corollary 3.7. V \ 0 = fl; z1g; V \ 0i = fl; sig.
4. Intersecting properties of such q2-sets
Let K = Q [ N be the partition of K = GF(q); q odd, in squares and non-squares,
02Q. The Galois eld F =GF(q2) is the algebric extension K(w) of K where w2 = s
and s2N . From now on, for R2fF; K; Q; : : :g, R denotes R n f0g.
Denote by M= fM =(m1m2)t jm1 = (h k); m2 = (sk h); h; k 2Kg the eld of 2 2
matrices over K isomorphic to F . Let
zM : x2 = hx0 + k x1; x3 = sk x0 + hx1 (4.1)
and let S be the regular spread of lines of
∑0 represented by M:
S= fz1g [ fzM jM 2Mg: (4.2)
Denote by N the group of 4 4 non-singular matrices over K .
For any matrix M 2M; M =(m1m2)t, let M−=(m1−m2)t. For any matrix N 2N,
set N =(A1A2)t, where A1 = (A11A12), A2 = (A21A22) and Aij is a 2 2 matrix over K ,
for i; j = 1; 2.
Let G be the subgroup of GL(4; q) mapping the regular spread S onto itself, xing
the line z1 and let NG be the subgroup of N isomorphic to G.
Lemma 4.1. NG= fN 2N jA11; A21 2M; A12 = (0 0); A22 =wI; w2Kg [ fN 2N j
A11 =M−; A21 =M 0−; A12 = (0 0); A22 = diag(w;−w); M 0 2M; w2Kg.
Proof. Let g2G and let Ng=(A1A2)t be the corresponding matrix ofNG. The condition
g(z1) = z1 implies A12 = 0. The condition g(zM )2S implies A22 = diag(w; s) and
s=w. Setting s=w, it is easy to deduce that A11; A21 must be in M. From s=−w,
it follows that A11 =M− and A21 =M 0− for M;M
0 2M.
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Corollary 4.2. There exists no element g2G mapping the cubic curve C0;0 2P into
any other cubic curve Ca;b 2P.
Proof. One can prove that any 2GL(4; q) such that (C0;0) = Ca;b for a; b2K is
represented by a matrix of N nNG.
Let N0 be the subgroup of NG dened by fN 2NG jA11 = I; A12 = 0; A21 = 0;
A22 = wI; w2Kg, let G0 be the subgroup of G isomorphic to N0 and let A0 = fg
anity of
∑
w.r. to
∑0 j g2G0g. Set V0 = fg(V0;0) [ g(C0;0) [ z1 j g2G0g; Cw =
f(1; t; wt2; wt3) j t 2Kg and let C = fCw jw2Kg. It is easy to prove that for any
Cw; Cw0 2C it is Cw \ Cw0 = ;. Moreover, we have
Lemma 4.3. (1) jN0j= jG0j= jA0j=q−1; (2) G0(C0;0)=C; (3) V0 is a set of q−1
ruled varieties of order 4 of
∑
and for any V; V 0 2V0; it is V \ V 0 = fl; z1g:
Let H= fH = (h h)t j h = (h 0); h2Kg be the subeld of F isomorphic to K . H
denes the regulus R of S (that is, a system of lines of a ruled quadric)
R= fz1g [ fzH jH 2Hg: (4.3)
Let RQ be the subset of the (q+ 1)=2 lines of R dened by
RQ = fz1g [ fzH j h2Qg: (4:30)
From now on, we shall consider the set C0 =C00;0 =C0;0 [ f(0; 1; 0; 0; 0)g (see (2.1)
and (2.2)):
C0 = f(1; t; t2; t3; 0) j t 2Kg [ f(0; 1; 0; 0; 0)g: (4.4)
Proposition 4.4. The lines of S intersecting C0 are the lines of RQ. The lines of
RQ are bisecant of C0; the lines z0 and z1 are tangent lines.
Proof. If zM is a line of S, then zM \ C0 6= ; if and only if the system
h+ tk = t2; th+ sk = t3 (4.5)
has a solution (h; k)2K2. From (4.5) it follows that k =0 and h= t2, that is, zM must
belong to RQ.
Let V be the projective variety of
∑
dened by V0;0 (see (3.3) and Theorem 3.1)
V0;0 = f(x0; x0t; x0t2 + x4t; x0t3; x4) j x0; t 2Kg: (4.6)
Denote by  the set of planes  of
∑
such that  \∑0 belongs to S, that is
 = f; j ; 2Kg [ fM jM 2Mg; (4.7)
where
; : x0 =x4; x1 =x4; M : x2 =hx0 + kx1 + ax4; x3 = skx0 + hx1 + bx4:
From Corollary 3.7, (4.6) and (4.7) the next lemma follows immediately.
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Lemma 4.5. For any ; 2K; if  = ;; then  \ V consists of q+ 1 points of the
line z1; of q ane points of the line l; of no ane point; of 1 ane point; according
as =  = 0; = 0 and  6= 0,  6= 0.
As V is of order 4, the general plane intersects it in at most 4 points. To classify
V as a k-set of
∑
, one has to count precisely these intersections.
From (4.6) and (4.7) it follows that, to nd the points of  \ V when = M , one
must study the solutions (x0; t) of the system
x0t2 + t x4 = hx0 + kt x0 + ax4; x0t3 = sk x0 + ht x0 + bx4: (4.8)
The ane points of  \ V correspond to those solutions of (4.8) for which x4 = 1.
In the general case we obtain the equation
t4 − at3 − (h− b)t2 − (bk + sk − ah)t + sak − bh= 0: (4.9)
By using (4.8) and (4.9), one can easily prove the following results.
Lemma 4.6. If  = H where h = (h2 0); h 6= 0; then  \ V consists of 2 points at
innity and of
(i) q + 1 (q on a line); 2 or 1 ane points; according as a= h; a 6= h; 0, or a= 0
and b= 0,
(ii) 0; 1 or 2 ane points; according as a2 − 4b2N; a2 − 4b= 0 or a2 − 4b2Q and
b 6= 0.
If = H where h= (h 0), h2N; then \V consists of no point at innity and of
(i) 1 or 2 ane points according as a= 0 or a 6= 0 and b= 0,
(ii) 0; 1 or 2 ane points according as a2 − 4b2N; a2 − 4b= 0 or a2 − 4b2Q and
b 6= 0.
Proposition 4.7. If  = M ; then  \ V consists of at most 2 points at innity and
at most 4 independent ane points. There exist no planes 2 such that  \ V
contains 1 point at innity and 3 independent ane points. There exist planes 2
such that  \ V consists of j = 3; 4 independent ane points.
Let V0 be the set dened before Lemma 4.3. Lemmas 4.5, 4.6 and Proposition 4.7
lead to
Theorem 4.8. The q−1 ruled varieties of V0 are q2-sets of characters
(0; 1; 2; 3; 4; q; q+ 1) with respect to the ane points of the planes of .
Let A = (P;L; I) be the ane plane of order q2 dened by P:=fP 2 ∑−∑0g;
L:=f j2g; I :=2 , where  is dened in (4.7). Hence, A = AG(2; q2) (see
[2, p. 7 and f.]).
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Denote by V the set fgV0;0 j g2G0g. V is a set of q − 1 subset of A. Using the
denitions provided by [3, p. 154] and from Lemma 4.6 and Theorem 4.8 we get the
following theorem.
Theorem 4.9. The q−1 elements of V are q2-sets of A of type (0; 1; 2; 3; 4; q; q+ 1):
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